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CV. Berkat Buana Harvestindo, is a company that was
established on April 12th, 2021 and is engaged in
General Trading, specifically Trading in Coconut
Products and Its Derivatives, which includes
products such as Coconut Fiber, Coco Peat, and will
increase along with time. Our company offers
cooperation with various international trading
companies and companies that need our products as
production raw materials.

This Company Profile is made as for consideration,
offers, cooperation, and any product information
that can be done by our company. Even though the age
of our company is still relatively young and just
established, the experience we have built in
cooperation can be one of the considerations for
industrial companies and partners to give trust to
our company.

Hopefully this company profile can provide
information and consideration for establishing good
cooperation. At the conclusion of this foreword, we
would like to thank you very much for the time and
opportunity for the company that has accepted and
read this Company Profile and we look forward to
your cooperation. 

ABOUT THE COMPANY
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To become a growing and developing General Trading
company with the best service and performance in
supplying and meeting the needs of consumers
(industrial companies).

VISION

1. Optimizing Corporate Value through Core Business
Development that can increase revenue and support
the Company.

2. Understand the various needs and desires of
consumers and partners by providing the best service
and performance in order to achieve optimal
satisfaction for consumers and partners.

3. Develop partnerships to complement capabilities
and expand offerings to industrial companies.

MISSION



   HS CODE: 530500 (6 Digits)
  53050021, 53050022 (8 Digits)

GENERALLY THIS PRODUCT CAN USED AS RAW    
 MATERIALS FOR PREMIUM CAR SEAT, SOFA, DOOR MATS,
MATS, ETC 

COCONUT FIBER / 1.
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CATALOGUE
COIR FIBRE



HS CODE: 530500, 530390, 140490 (6 Digits)
  53039000, 53050090, 14049099 (8 Digits)

Can be used as a planting medium for garden plants
that have good content for plants and at a fairly
economical price.

2. COCO PEAT
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THANK YOU

: berkat.buana.harvestindo@gmail.com

: +62812-3882-2277
: +62818-0505-1771


